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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Cinco De Mayo — yeah, no one does that anymore! Here you go, 4 
AI was used to generate President Trump's indictment and jury.1 5 
Now, that's bizarre! The article also talks about a new development 6 
in censorship — proactive censorship. Getting ahead of stories 7 
now, "they" censor identified MAGA supporters in advance of 8 
newsbreaks and use their AI magic to throttle their voice. 9 
I thought Mike Crispy made an interesting observation when he 10 
pointed out the obvious — we are being driven into war with 11 
China by the CCP-planted-Manchurian-American-President — 12 
yeah, the family that has business ties with both Ukraine and China 13 
are beating the war drums for Ukraine and China.2 14 
Mike Gill's story is an interesting one—allow me to introduce you 15 
to Mr. Gill — not the Calvinist theologian, another guy, a 16 
whistleblower that, apparently, discovered the hub of Deep State 17 
funding operations, and he found it in his own home state of New 18 
Hampshire.3 19 

                                     
1 932.27.2-President Trump's Indictment and Jury Was AI Generated - Tore Says https://toresays.com/2023/04/05/president-trumps-
indictment-and-jury-was-ai-generated/ 
2 932.0.1-Mike Crispy — Hunter, CCP War, Ukraine https://frankspeech.com/video/war-looms-hunters-business-
partners?trk_msg=AO7IQOVFR91KB660KPP0UQR298&trk_contact=H8PH5JBB1C7VVSH2B6183CS59C&trk_sid=Q37AU3TPOV
5Q71RTOEVVD1TSR4&trk_link=8A4T3ULV1P4K58M4M91DVDJMC8 
3 932.0.5-Mike Gill's Story with Joe, David, and Appollo: 

https://frankspeech.com/video/live-whistleblower-mike-gill-treasury-irs-cartel-corruption-biggest-money-
laundering?trk_msg=AO7IQOVFR91KB660KPP0UQR298&trk_contact=H8PH5JBB1C7VVSH2B6183CS59C&trk_sid=Q37AU3TPO
V5Q71RTOEVVD1TSR4&trk_link=E10EOOP3AEMKT8H4KEC3TI2NHC 
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Ron DeSantis signs a bill in Israel to combat hate crimes to protect 20 
his Jewish constituents in Florida? That's a bit odd, I thought! Let's 21 
take a look.4 22 
So what we've known all along is now something everyone knows 23 
for sure, and yet it appears, no one cares: "Records show funding 24 
for EcoHealth was funneled to the Wuhan Institute of Virology 25 
Research to Create Coronavirus Mutants."5 Heads up on the 26 
coming second wave bio-attack, what you should do to prepare, 27 
and why you should not panic! 28 
Okay, my friends! It's time for your Brain Massage®! 29 
[TRUTH] 30 
Lots of talk about AI (Artificial Intelligence) — but no fear! Biden 31 
has appointed the perfect person to head up a task force to address 32 
those concerns. He picked the person that is without any question 33 
the best human counterpart to artificial intelligence — she is the 34 
most artificial person ever, and has zero intelligence — enter VP 35 
Kamala how-do-you-say-it Harris.  36 
Musk wants more control — but someone on the five, I forget who, 37 
warned if we do not develop AI, the CCP and the Rooskies 38 
certainly will. This might be a case where developing a novel virus 39 
would be a good idea. 40 
Maybe we can adopt a play from the Fauci handbook on hiding 41 
illegal gain-of-function research from Congressional prohibition 42 
and oversight by calling it something else, and then redirect 43 
funding through a proxy organization, like EcoHealth Alliance, to 44 
continue work on a mutated virus bioweapon while claiming he 45 

                                     
4 932.16.1-Ron DeSantis signs bill to combat hate crimes while in Israel https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2024-election/ron-
desantis-signs-bill-combat-hate-crimes-israel-rcna81799 
5 932.17.1-Judicial Watch_ Records Show Funding for EcoHealth_Wuhan Institute Research to Create Coronavirus ‘Mutants’ _ 
Judicial Watch https://www.judicialwatch.org/coronavirus-mutants/ 
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was only trying to get ahead of evolution to anticipate the next 46 
pandemic.6 Hmmm! 47 
But really, maybe this would be a case for developing a computer 48 
virus that would make any AI generated doppelganger7 or AI 49 
generated voter (hehe — yeah, did you hear they are creating 50 
voters by AI these days?), vomit putrid green guck, and start 51 
vibrating so hard it flings the guck all over anyone looking at it! 52 
Now that would require some advanced animation algorithm 53 
programing; but Musk could do it! Right? 54 
Was AI used to generate President Trump's indictment and jury. I 55 
understand that on April 4, 2023, we had the first AI prosecutor 56 
indict someone. From Tore, "President Trump's Indictment and 57 
Jury Was AI Generated. 8 "April 4, 2023, is going down in history 58 
because not only did the first AI prosecutor prosecute a human, 59 
but it was also the first time that a former President of the United 60 
States was indicted too, and it happened by AI!"  61 
Well, I have good news. Someone already thought of creating 62 
software that can detect AI generated content. Get it at the 63 
GPTZero website. Only, this checks text content, I don't know if it 64 
works on videos. Maybe, I have not had time to work with it. Here 65 
it is if you want to come out and play.9 66 
About the allegation that Trump's indictment was generated by AI 67 
— "Alvin Bragg's office used a custom version of Compas to 'FIND 68 
SOMETHING,' according to sources." [IBID]  69 
Will AI eliminate bias in judgments? No! Actually, it turns out that 70 
"even the most 'sophisticated' AIs can inherit the racial and gender 71 
biases of those who create them." In fact, AI will have the biases 72 
                                     
6 932.17.1-Judicial Watch_ Records Show Funding for EcoHealth_Wuhan Institute Research to Create Coronavirus ‘Mutants’ _ 
Judicial Watch https-//www.judicialwatch.org/coronavirus-mutants/ 
7 Doppelganger, Noun: an apparition or double of a living person. 19th Century: from German, literally, 'boudle-goer.' 
8 932.27.President Trump's Indictment and Jury Was AI Generated - Tore Says https://toresays.com/2023/04/05/president-trumps-
indictment-and-jury-was-ai-generated/ 
9 https://gptzero.me/ 
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without the mitigating function of conscience that can make 73 
adjustments on the fly, or in the moment responding to a virtually 74 
infinite array of external data and internal intuition.  75 
And what about the fact that the people using the AI might be 76 
nefarious — see the movie yet? I'm looking for it! 77 
Tore warned Roger Stone that DC courts use AI-driven software 78 
with predictive analytic algorithms to "help prosecutors select a 79 
jury pool that is most likely to provide the verdict they seek" 80 
[IBID]. A new form of stacking the Jury? — a preemptive jury 81 
tampering technique.  Like preemptive censorship—only in this 82 
case, it's preemptive guilt! A great tool for the Demoncrat's desire 83 
to transform America from a society committed to innocent until 84 
PROVEN guilty to GUILTY until Declared GUILTY — yep! Not 85 
even guilty until proven innocent! Just GUILTY! 86 
Many using this claim it will save lots of money! So, if the objective 87 
is no longer justice, but saving money, just run the entire judicial 88 
process through your algorithm, and in seconds, you can handcuff 89 
your selected guilty party and dispense with him, or her, by 90 
whatever pronoun they desire! 91 
Let's see, yeah, I have a minute. Let's talk about the upcoming war 92 
with China. 93 
I thought Mike Crispy made an interesting observation when he 94 
pointed out the obvious — we are being driven into war with 95 
China by the CCP-planted-Manchurian-American-President — 96 
yeah, the family that has business ties with both Ukraine and China 97 
are leading the beating of war drums for Ukraine and China.10  98 
Don't you find that interesting? We given 118 BN dollars to 99 
Ukraine and they are out of munitions — so they need more!  100 

                                     
10 932.0.1-Mike Crispy — Hunter, CCP War, Ukraine https://frankspeech.com/video/war-looms-hunters-business-
partners?trk_msg=AO7IQOVFR91KB660KPP0UQR298&trk_contact=H8PH5JBB1C7VVSH2B6183CS59C&trk_sid=Q37AU3TPOV
5Q71RTOEVVD1TSR4&trk_link=8A4T3ULV1P4K58M4M91DVDJMC8 
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Maybe Biden can get his Taliban buddies to ship over the 85 BN 101 
dollars in munitions he left in Afghanistan when he pulled out like 102 
the coward he is—withdrawing the military before he ensured all 103 
civilians were safely evacuated! You know, 85 billion here, and 118 104 
billion there, pretty soon we are going to be talking about some 105 
serious money, Mr. no-blank-check McCarthy!  106 
I know, maybe we can talk the Deep State into releasing a few 107 
hundred billion of the 932 Billion dollars of laundered Cartel 108 
money they have stockpiled in New Hampshire:11 more on that in a 109 
moment. 110 
Anyway, CCP are posting animated visual videos of a "simulated 111 
strike" on Taiwan. It was posted by CCP military's Eastern Theatre 112 
Command.12 13  113 
The US, meanwhile, is making preparations for war.14 Congress 114 
conducted a war game scenario exploring what would likely 115 
happen if CCP attacked Taiwan—conclusion: "United States Fails 116 
to Stop Chinese Invasion of Taiwan in Congressional War 117 
Simulation."15 All deterrence efforts failed! This provoked a call to 118 
"arm Taiwan to the teeth."  119 
It is certainly true, isn't it, that elections have consequences! And 120 
stolen elections produce the worst kind of consequences. Our 121 
children and our treasure is going to be sacrificed on the altar of 122 
saving the globalist's empire, control, and agenda! And we did not 123 
even get to exercise our own privilege of right of consent! 124 
                                     
11 932.0.5-Mike Gill's Story with Joe, David, and Appollo 

https://frankspeech.com/video/live-whistleblower-mike-gill-treasury-irs-cartel-corruption-biggest-money-
laundering?trk_msg=AO7IQOVFR91KB660KPP0UQR298&trk_contact=H8PH5JBB1C7VVSH2B6183CS59C&trk_sid=Q37AU3TPO
V5Q71RTOEVVD1TSR4&trk_link=E10EOOP3AEMKT8H4KEC3TI2NHC 
12 932.6.1-CCP China Posts Animated Video Simulating How It Would Strike Taiwan https-//www.businessinsider.com/china-taiwan-
simulated-strikes-tsai-mccarthy-2023-4?op=1 
13 932.6.2-The First Battle of the Next War_ Wargaming a Chinese Invasion of Taiwan https-//www.csis.org/analysis/first-battle-next-
war-wargaming-chinese-invasion-taiwan 
14 932.6.3-US v China war_ If conflict broke out, who would win_ https-//www.smh.com.au/world/asia/if-the-us-went-to-war-with-
china-who-would-win-it-depends-how-it-starts-20210617-p581s2.html 
15 932.6.4-United States Fails to Stop Chinese Invasion of Taiwan in Congressional War Simulation https-//freebeacon.com/national-
security/united-states-fails-to-stop-chinese-invasion-of-taiwan-in-congressional-war-simulation/ 
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I need to go to break. The US has positioned military bases all 125 
around China's southeast and a few in the southwest, and off the 126 
coast — I think I counted above 30 assets in place right now! Not 127 
sure how many the CCP has positioned off our east and west coasts 128 
right now — Biden is a CCP asset, and the family business is tied 129 
closely to Ukraine—and don't buy the foolishness that the 130 
Demoncrats long love affair with Russia is over — here is what you 131 
need to understand. The Demoncrat Party is Antichrist — they 132 
want all vestiges of Christian America gone—what better way to do 133 
it than to deliver the US to the Chinese Communist Party. But, 134 
here is the thing about war I don't think they understand. Hold on 135 
through the break; I'll be right back. 136 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 137 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 138 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 139 
enemy is on the march, a n enemy that would steal from us our 140 
liberty. 141 
A nuanced understanding of war: "The LORD is a man of war: the 142 
LORD is his name" (Exodus 15:3). Many times, Scripture describes 143 
God's involvement in the wars of His people. The Sovereign over 144 
all creation, has appointed the SWORD to the work of executing 145 
wrath upon the evildoer (Romans 13:1-6), and identifies those 146 
charged with wielding that sword as a "minister of God" (Romans 147 
13:4). The idea that God is aloof to the affairs of nations, or that He 148 
does not take sides in national conflicts, is not only false, but also 149 
ludicrous! (Foolish, unreasonable, so out of place as to be amusing, 150 
ridiculous.)  151 
He gives "the kingdom" to whatever nation He chooses — and, by 152 
the way, that's Heaven's New Testament policy: Jesus said to the 153 
scornful heirs of the kingdom that "the kingdom of God shall be 154 
taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits 155 
thereof" (Matthew 21:43).  156 
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And every parable describing the kingdom of GOD, like those in 157 
Mark 4 and the kingdom of Heaven in Matthew 13 — described as 158 
the same thing by Jesus in the Gospels. Anyway, the point here is 159 
that if you read these parables, Jesus describes the kingdom of 160 
GOD as activity of GOD on the EARTH — not one of these 161 
kingdom of God or kingdom of Heaven parables describes God's 162 
activity IN HEAVEN. It's God's KINGDOM rule active in the 163 
EARTH TODAY. 164 
That sword He gave to government, well, it's under HIS 165 
ORDAINING AUTHORITY, commissioned by Him to execute 166 
wrath against EVILDOERS on the EARTH in the WORLD THAT 167 
NOW IS.  168 
There is the world that now is, and then there is the world to come. 169 
Jesus is RULER of BOTH. Have ye never read, after Jesus rose from 170 
the Dead He declared, "All power is given unto me in heaven and 171 
in earth." Matthew 28:18. And get a load of this verse: Jesus is 172 
seated at the right hand of the THRONE of GOD, "Far above all 173 
principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every name 174 
that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is to 175 
come…" (Ephesians 1:21).  176 
The same one that said He would give "the kingdom" to a nation of 177 
His choosing is the one who ordained the sword of vengeance, and 178 
RULES over HEAVEN and EARTH right now and forever. 179 
He uses His sword to bring chastisement upon His own, and wrath 180 
upon the wicked. I don't have time to lay it all out for you, get my 181 
book, GOD'S WAR — it's a comprehensive apologetic for 182 
Christian involvement in every facet of social and political life in 183 
this world right now — but get this. Jesus told His disciples to get a 184 
sword (Luke 22:36) — and the idea that believers are supposed to 185 
be pacifists is contrary to sound doctrine! It took me a long time 186 
through much study of Scripture to finally see through all the 187 
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nonsense lies that Satan uses to neutralize Christian involvement in 188 
this world, but God's word is CLEAR on this. We are kings and 189 
priests unto GOD, ambassadors for CHRIST Who currently 190 
REIGNS from Heaven above over every kingdom of man. We are 191 
full participants in HIS WORK on earth, including the work of 192 
executing wrath upon evildoers. Believers not only are biblically 193 
allowed to participate in the use of HIS SWORD of the SPIRIT, the 194 
WORD of GOD; but also fully authorized to be active in the use of 195 
the sword of civil justice.  196 
And here's the thing. I'm almost out of time. But the fact is, GOD 197 
uses the SWORD of vengeance to execute His wrath against 198 
tyrants—you can read about that all over the BIBLE. 199 
There is a revelation of the mysterious workings of GOD in 200 
2Samuel 24 with 1Chronicles 21. Let me explain, no, it'll take too 201 
long; I'll sum up! (Yeah, a bit of Princes Bride there!) If you read 202 
these passages closely, here is what you see. While men are busy 203 
pursuing a wide array of motivations, some evil, some good, and 204 
devils are busy pursuing their machinations to advance their evil 205 
purpose, the fact is, through it all, and over and above it all, GOD 206 
IS WORKING IT ALL OUT TOWARD SOME GOOD END. We 207 
must pray God will wrest the sword of vengeance out of the hands 208 
of these wicked and unreasonable nut jobs running this country 209 
right now before we end up in war with anyone, much less going 210 
up against the combined forces of RUSSIA, IRAN, CHINA, and 211 
the several other countries that are aligning with CHINA right now 212 
— but whatever happens — let us pray and TRUST that THE 213 
SCHEMES OF MEN AND DEVILS WILL FAIL and the overall 214 
purpose of GOD will PREVAIL — I trust God will turn this to the 215 
deliverance of America from the hands of these wicked people, and 216 
deliver the Chinese from the wicked oppression of Communism. 217 
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I will hope this can be accomplished peacefully — but we know 218 
how it is with these wicked people — "I am for peace: but when I 219 
speak, they are for war" (Psalms 120:7). 220 
I'll have to tell you about Mike Gill's story, discuss DeSantis 221 
misguided effort to ingratiate himself with his Jewish constituents 222 
and what to expect in the next planned pandemic, this Saturday 223 
night during our livestream visit. 224 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 225 
know if you see them.  226 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 227 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 228 
email. 229 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 230 
805.314.2114. 231 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 232 
 233 
Mike Gill's story is an interesting one—allow me to introduce you 234 
to Mr. Gill — not the Calvinist theologian, another guy, a 235 
whistleblower that, apparently, discovered the hub of Deep State 236 
funding operations, and he found it in his own home state of New 237 
Hampshire.16 238 
Ron DeSantis signs a bill in Israel to combat hate crimes to protect 239 
his Jewish constituents in Florida? That's a bit odd, I thought! Let's 240 
take a look.17 241 
So what we've known all along is now something everyone knows 242 
for sure, and yet it appears, no one cares: "Records show funding 243 
                                     
16 932.0.5-Mike Gill's Story with Joe, David, and Appollo: 
https://frankspeech.com/video/live-whistleblower-mike-gill-treasury-irs-cartel-corruption-biggest-money-
laundering?trk_msg=AO7IQOVFR91KB660KPP0UQR298&trk_contact=H8PH5JBB1C7VVSH2B6183CS59C&trk_sid=Q37AU3TPO
V5Q71RTOEVVD1TSR4&trk_link=E10EOOP3AEMKT8H4KEC3TI2NHC 
17 932.16.1-Ron DeSantis signs bill to combat hate crimes while in Israel https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2024-election/ron-
desantis-signs-bill-combat-hate-crimes-israel-rcna81799 
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for EcoHealth was funneled to the Wuhan Institute of Virology 244 
Research to Create Coronavirus Mutants."18 Heads up on the 245 
coming second wave bio-attack, what you should do to prepare, 246 
and why you should not panic! 247 
 248 

                                     
18 932.17.1-Judicial Watch_ Records Show Funding for EcoHealth_Wuhan Institute Research to Create Coronavirus ‘Mutants’ _ 
Judicial Watch https://www.judicialwatch.org/coronavirus-mutants/ 


